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General Information

*The Official Guide to the Demonstration of Knowledge Requirement: General* provides details regarding policies and procedures relating to the Demonstration of Knowledge requirement for admission to MAI Designated membership. It is a companion document to Regulation No. 1, Admission to General Candidacy and MAI Membership. Definitions of terms used in this guidebook are provided in Regulation No. 1.

Wherever this guidebook grants permission to a Chair or Vice Chair of a body to appoint a person or persons to perform a task, the same appointive permission is extended to any person who is designated by the Chair or Vice Chair to make such appointments. Only MAI members of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel (or designee) are permitted to grade or review general demonstration of knowledge requirement submissions to determine if such submissions meet the requirements for credit.

Recommended Texts and Resources

This guide is not intended to be a textbook. It is expected that the Candidate has completed a basic education in appraisal theory and application and possesses the requisite experience to complete the Demonstration of Knowledge requirement.

- *The Appraisal of Real Estate* (current edition)
- *The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal* (current edition)
- *Standards of Professional Practice* and the *Guide Notes to the Standards of Professional Practice*
- General Demonstration Appraisal Report Writing Seminar
- General Demonstration Report Grading Sheets (section of this guidebook)
- *Regulation No. 1, Admissions to General Candidacy and MAI Membership*

Appraisal institute currently offers several options for completing the General Demonstration of Knowledge requirement. The information contained in this guidebook will help you identify which may be the best option for you.

1. Traditional Demonstration Appraisal Report
2. Capstone Program
3. Research Project
4. Peer Reviewed Publications
5. Master's Thesis or Doctoral Dissertation

If you have any questions, please contact demo@appraisalinstitute.org or (312) 335-4111 to speak with an Admissions counselor.
General Demonstration Appraisal Report Writing Seminar

*The Official Guide to Demonstration of Knowledge Requirement: General* can be helpful a helpful overview or outline for writing a demonstration report, however, the most complete document and source for preparing an actual narrative report is the *General Demonstration Appraisal Report Writing Seminar*. This online seminar is designed primarily for Candidates who are preparing to write an appraisal report for Traditional and Capstone submissions.

Attendance is also mandatory for those Candidates whose initial *traditional option* report submission failed to meet the technical requirements on initial grading and are working on a revision. The Admissions Designation Qualifications Committee strongly encourages Candidates to attend the *General Demonstration Appraisal Report Writing Seminar* before submitting a general traditional demonstration appraisal report. The seminar is helpful to those individuals looking to expand their knowledge in acceptable methods for report writing.

Candidates who have attended the seminar in the past have found it very helpful in writing their demonstration appraisal report.

General Demonstration of Knowledge Requirement Contact List

If you have technical questions regarding your general demonstration of knowledge requirement, you may contact the following panel members.

**Ken P. Wilson, MAI, SRA**  
Demo Panel Chair (2020)  
Ph: (214) 969-7477  
Email: kwilson@josephjblake.com

**Stephen S. Wagner, MAI, SRA, AI-GRS**  
Demo Panel Member  
Ph: (765) 427-5414  
Email: ss.wagner@live.com

**Charles J. Lentz, MAI**  
Demo Panel Member  
Ph: (407) 345-8539  
Email: c lentz28@outlook.com

**Bonnie D. Roerig, MAI, AI-GRS**  
Demo Panel Member  
Ph: (303) 757-5525  
Email: bonnie@coloradoappraiser.net
General Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Sheets

These grading sheets indicate the areas that are graded in options for the Demonstration of Knowledge requirement.

Traditional Report (Fundamental Market Analysis) Grade Sheet

Traditional Report (Obsolescence) Grade Sheet

Capstone Program Grade Sheet

Research Project Grade Sheet

Thesis/Dissertation Grade Sheet

Next Page
Traditional Demonstration Appraisal Report Option

Demonstration Appraisal Report Defined
A demonstration appraisal report is the most complete presentation of a property appraisal that an individual can produce given the limits of the individual’s abilities and the market evidence available at the time. The term, “most complete,” simply means the most concise. This is accomplished via a thorough presentation of each section of the report demonstrating the Candidate’s level of knowledge and expertise.

A demonstration appraisal report and a well-prepared business report differ in their function, as the business report is written to satisfy intended use. Therefore, some sections of a business report may be given less emphasis than other sections, and in some cases, sections may be omitted or inapplicable. The demonstration appraisal report, on the other hand, is intended to test the ability of the Candidate to assemble a complete appraisal report and to handle each section thoroughly and concisely, thus, each important element of the report is given weight in the grading process. When the demonstration appraisal report is completed, each section is linked with the other sections to provide a continuous narrative leading to a final value conclusion.

The purpose of preparing a demonstration appraisal report is to test the Candidate’s ability to gather the necessary data, analyze the data properly, support conclusions, and write an appraisal report setting forth the analysis and conclusions, which will lead the reader to concur with the opinion of value.

Selection of a Subject Property
The most important step in preparing a demonstration appraisal report is the selection of a subject property. If a poor selection is made, it may not be possible to write a demonstration appraisal report that could receive a passing grade. Many properties do not lend themselves to demonstrating all that is required. For many properties in the market, sufficient comparable market data are not available.

If the right property is chosen, there will be ample data to prepare all segments of the report, and the work of the Candidate will be significantly easier. The Candidate can then concentrate on preparing the best demonstration appraisal report that the market data will permit.

It is suggested that the Candidate select a property use (office, multifamily residential, warehouse, retail strip center, etc.) within a community where ample market data are available. Once the use is selected, all market data available to support that use should be accumulated and given a cursory analysis. From the data available, the Candidate should select a subject property that best fits the data.

If the community in which the Candidate works has limited market activity, the Candidate may choose to investigate a nearby community that has a more active market. On the other hand, a well-supported opinion of value done on a property in a small market will be rated by the grader in that context.

The general demonstration appraisal report must relate to income-producing real estate. If a multi-family property is appraised, it must contain at least five units.
Grading Eligibility Requirements

To receive credit for the Demonstration of Knowledge Requirement, a Traditional Demonstration Appraisal Report must pass both a technical grading process and a verification process. To be eligible for grading, the demonstration appraisal report submission, at a minimum, must contain organized data, analysis and conclusions in support of the following:

A. Must include one of the following options:

   1. A fundamental market analysis. Levels A, B and C (approaching level D), using the fundamental market analysis option; or

   2. Inferred analysis (level A and B), using the obsolescence option. An analysis of obsolescence present in the subject property (the property must suffer measurably from either functional obsolescence, external obsolescence, or both. In addition, if this option is pursued, a Level B Inferred Market Analysis is required).

B. **Highest and best use** conclusions for the site as if vacant and the property as improved.

C. The property selected must suffer measurably from incurable long-lived physical deterioration. If more forms of depreciation or obsolescence are present, they must be properly treated. The breakdown method of depreciation must be applied.

D. The appraisal must analyze the effect of expenses on rents and total occupancy cost in the development of a net income stream, even if only net leases are involved.

E. The report must contain the following three approaches to value and demonstrate appraisal techniques applicable to those three approaches.

   1. The **cost approach**, including:

      a. Site value as if vacant, with market extracted adjustments;
      b. Complete reproduction cost new; and

   2. The **sales comparison approach**, including market supported adjustments.

   3. The **income capitalization approach**, including:

      a. Fixed and variable expense forecast on a line-item basis; and,
      b. Reserve for replacements forecast on a line-item basis.
F. The effective date of value can be no more than five calendar years prior to the year of submission.

G. “Market value” must be the type of value estimated.

H. The report should pertain to an “as-is” valuation, with respect to current physical characteristics (i.e. no proposed new construction, additions, repairs, etc.). Hypothetical conditions are not appropriate for demonstration report purposes.

I. A General Candidate may not use the same subject property for a subsequent demonstration appraisal report option that was used for a prior demonstration appraisal report option (includes Traditional, Capstone).

For grading, refer to Grading Processes for Demonstration of Knowledge Options.

The Physical Report
The demonstration appraisal report should be the best work of the Candidate’s career to this point. Therefore, the photographs, exhibits, grammar, spelling, overall presentation should be as professional as the Candidate can possibly produce.

The report must be submitted in electronic format, preferably in searchable PDF format.

The analytical sections of the report, which include everything after the introduction (i.e., property description and market analysis through the reconciliation and final value opinion), should provide adequate justification, support, and documentation.

   **Justification** demands evidence that a statement is well founded. Justification is best provided by reference to market-extracted data. It is an explanation of how the supporting data and documentation have been interpreted to reach the conclusion.

   **Support** means to verify or substantiate conclusions with as much factual data as possible. For example, a conclusion in the area analysis that there is an oversupply of office space in the community should be supported with market information and an explanation of how it was extracted and confirmed in the market.

   **Documentation** is the process of providing evidence of a statement or fact. Reliable or authoritative sources should always be used and referenced. Examples of some areas of the report requiring extensive documentation are: comparable sales, income, expenses, vacancy, rate selection, cost new estimates, and depreciation.
Market Extraction
One of the major objectives of the demonstration appraisal report is to demonstrate the process of extracting data from the market to support, document, and justify the conclusions presented throughout the report. Some examples of extracted support data follow.

In the sales comparison approach, all adjustments to comparable sales should be market supported. The method for extracting market support can vary significantly depending on the kind of data available. Examples of market extraction may include extracting depreciation from comparable sales, which could then be applied as an age/condition adjustment in the sales comparison approach. A location adjustment could be supported by demonstrating the differences in value from one property location to another. Other means of extracting market support could include paired sales analysis, linear regression, and examining differences in income caused by varying conditions. Most the adjustments must be based on quantitative analysis.

In the cost approach, the cost new estimate could include estimates from the published cost services (segregated section, not calculator section) and a detailed cost breakdown prepared by a qualified building contractor. These costs can be further supported using cost comparables found in the market.

Depreciation must be supported by the breakdown method. An important part of the breakdown method is the estimate of economic life, which can be extracted from market sales. External and functional obsolescence can be demonstrated through comparisons with sales and rentals of properties with both similar and dissimilar functions and external characteristics.

In the income capitalization approach, market rent estimates can be supported with an appropriate analysis of comparable rentals. Vacancy loss estimates can be supported by conducting vacancy ratio studies of comparable properties in the area. Reference can be made to data included in the market analysis section for support.

Expense estimates can be supported with operating expenses from comparable properties. Overall capitalization rates and yield capitalization rates and can be supported by market extraction of comparable sales data.

Exhibits
Exhibits should contribute to the clear understanding of your written description and discussion. Place illustrations within the report where they will be most helpful to the reader. Exhibits should include, but not be limited to, the following:

Photographs Color photographs of the subject property, nearby properties, comparable improved sales, land sales (view from street and aerial), and rentals should be included along with any other scene that might be considered important to understanding the value conclusion.

Maps indicating the market area, neighborhood boundaries, the location of the subject property, the location of comparable sale properties (including land sales), and the location of rental properties should be included in the report. Be sure to include a directional arrow on each map. Other maps that may be helpful could include an area map locating the subject and subject neighborhood in relation to the central business district, work centers, competing neighborhoods, and other important locational
considerations, which relate to the property being appraised. Exhibits appropriate to the fundamental market analysis should be included.

**Site Plan** A site plan that shows lot and building dimensions, easements, the placement of the improvements on the site, and abutting rights of way is expected. The plan could also indicate the location of driveways, parking, traffic flow through the site, and any other characteristics, which would help the reader, better visualize the site. Examples of additional items to consider would be existing easements, topographical lines, and the location and identification of any excess land.

**Floor Plan** Include a plan of each level of the principal building, showing all room partitions, doors, windows, and relevant dimensions. The floor plan should be to scale.

**Properties That Cannot Be the Subject of a Traditional Demonstration Appraisal Report**

- A property that is the subject of a demonstration appraisal report used in a real estate course, clinic, seminar, or other organized appraisal learning experience.

- A property that was involved in litigation at the time the report was submitted or at the date of valuation or likely to be in litigation during the grading process.

- A property that is one- to four-unit residential units.

- A property that was used for another demo option (completed or not completed).

**Without Assistance**

You are required to certify that you personally and without assistance assembled all the data used in preparing the appraisal, analyzed the data, formed the conclusions, and prepared the appraisal report. You must also certify that the appraisal and the appraisal report comply with the requirements of Regulation No. 1., policies and procedures further implementing Regulation No. 1., the Standards of Professional Practice of Appraisal Institute, and the Code of Professional Ethics. If the demonstration appraisal report is found to be nonfactual or not the Candidate’s own work, it will not receive credit. The Candidate will then be required to submit another demonstration appraisal report on another subject or another Demonstration of Knowledge requirement option.

In preparing the demonstration appraisal report, the general Candidate may receive assistance in matters such as photography, drawings and word processing.

A Candidate may also receive verbal advice, suggestions, theoretical explanations, and references to textbooks and techniques, available literature, etc., relating to appraisal practice, but such advice, suggestions, explanations or references should not include review or commentary on the demonstration appraisal report.
Traditional Demonstration Appraisal Report Option Outline

The outline shown below is suggested for a demonstration appraisal report. It is highly recommended that this outline be followed closely. It is recommended, but not necessary, that the Candidate follow the exact order of the outline. Each individual segment of each section of the outline should be addressed in the demonstration appraisal report.

A. Title Page
   The title page should include:
   - Identification as an appraisal report
   - Property type
   - Property address
   - Effective date of report
   - Effective date of value
   - Name and address of the appraiser
   - Name and address of client and intended user (i.e., Appraisal Institute)

B. Letter of Transmittal
   The letter of transmittal formally presents the appraisal report. It may be addressed to Appraisal Institute or to a real client. A suitable letter of transmittal may include:
   - Date of letter and salutation
   - Street address or location of the property and a brief description, if necessary
   - Property type
   - Statement identifying the interest in the property being appraised
   - Reference to client’s request for appraisal
   - Statement of appraisal’s purpose, intended use/user
   - Statement that inspection of the property and necessary investigation and analysis were performed by the appraiser
   - Statement as to the type of appraisal and appraisal report format
   - Reference that the letter is accompanied by a complete appraisal report
   - Effective date of value opinion (must be within five calendar years of the year the demonstration report is submitted)
   - Reference to assumptions and limiting conditions
   - Value opinion (written and numerical)
   - Appraiser’s signature, with certificate/license number if appropriate

C. Table of Contents
   The table of contents lists the major components of the report in sequence with page references. The numbering of pages normally begins after the table of contents. Use headings and subheadings to identify the major divisions of the report.
D. **Photographs**  
A photograph of the subject property at the beginning of the report is recommended to give the reader a mental picture of the property.

E. **Summary of Important Facts and Conclusions**  
An outline of the report’s major points and important conclusions is recommended. Such a statement provides the reader with a convenient summary and gives the appraiser an opportunity to stress points that were considered in reaching the final opinion. Examples of items to include: site size, building size and age, zoning designation, gross rentable area, net rentable area, estimate of land value, indicated value by the cost approach, indicated value by the sales comparison approach, indicated value by the income capitalization approach, and final opinion of market value.

F. **Scope of Work**  
Describe the extent of the process of collecting, confirming, and reporting data. This is required by the current *Standards of Professional Practice*. The extent of the appraisal investigation could include details of the property inspection. In some cases, such as the appraisal of large apartment complexes, it may not be possible to inspect each individual unit. This section of the report could describe the extent of the inspection.

The appraiser should also describe the extent of the investigation such as the parameters for comparable sales and rental searches and the extent of the confirmation process.

G. **Identify the Type and Definition of Value**  
The purpose of the appraisal must be to arrive at a supportable opinion of market value of the property in its “as-is” condition. Include definition. The most recent edition of *The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal* is an appropriate source.

H. **Intended Use of Appraisal and Intended User**  
The intended use of the appraisal should be to satisfy the requirements of the Appraisal Institute pertaining to demonstration appraisal reports. Intended users include representatives of Appraisal Institute.

I. **Property Rights Appraised**  
The property rights appraised should be clearly identified and defined. These rights should be consistently valued throughout. Most reports value the fee simple estate; however, in some cases the leased fee estate may be chosen. It is important to remember that the property rights appraised should be handled consistently throughout the analysis.

J. **Date of Value Opinion**  
The effective date of value is integral to the report. The effective date of value in a demonstration appraisal report must be no more than five (5) calendar years prior to the year that the report is submitted for credit.
K. Identification of the Property
The property should be identified by a complete address, legal description, owner, and type of ownership. Other identifying remarks may also be included.

L. History of the Property
A detailed history of the property should be provided and analyzed. A minimum of a three-year sales history preceding the date of value is required. The history section of the report may include the following: original assemblage, acquisition, construction cost information, capital additions or modernization expenditures, financial data, and the dates of transfers of ownership for at least the past three years. Prior or current listings, offers, and/or contracts should also be included.

Descriptions, Analysis, and Value Conclusions

A. Property Description and Productivity Analysis

Site Data and Analysis
The site must be accurately described. In addition, the attributes of the site must be analyzed. This is the most critical aspect of this section.

A legible and dimensioned site plan or survey copy must be provided. Identify road frontages, curb cuts and interior traffic flow, the location of the building and landscaping, parking, and all characteristics that help describe the site and its present use. Other items to include should be information on easements, neighboring encroachments, or any other factor that helps graphically depict the site. This section should include the following as a minimum:

A. Site dimensions, area, and shape
B. Topography
C. Drainage, soil, and subsoil conditions
D. Access (describe streets and their adequacy)
E. Type, size, adequacy, and location of utilities
F. Man-made improvements such as walks, curbs, and drives
G. Proximity to any nuisances, hazards, or detrimental influences
H. Analysis of units of comparison
I. Flood zone and the effect, if any, on site utility
J. Easements and encroachments and analysis as to their effect on the site
K. A final conclusion as to how the site conditions affect the use of the site

Improvement Analysis
The improvement analysis should contain a detailed description of all improvements on the site followed by an analysis of these improvements as to their age, condition, physical life, etc.
Description Portion
The description portion should include the current use, architectural style, type, building dimensions, area, interior layout, structural and construction details, mechanical equipment description, and any ancillary improvements such as building and site improvements. The improvement can be described in an abbreviated outline form, in a narrative form, or in combination of both. It is suggested that a floor plan be provided here showing the building layout with dimensions.

Analysis Portion
The analysis portion should include a discussion of the age and condition of the improvements. This analysis should include an age and condition evaluation of the short- and long-lived building components. If the short- and long-lived component analysis is provided in the cost approach, a reference to that section should be provided in this section.

Since the breakdown method of depreciation must be used in the cost approach, market support for the effective age, and economic life of the building should be included here. Functional utility or inutility should be discussed and analyzed. This analysis can be continued later in the Highest and Best Use section where more specific conclusions must be developed regarding the property as improved.

B. Zoning and Land Use Plans
This section should include:

A) Zoning designation and its meaning
B) Allowable uses under the zoning including setbacks, parking, height, building coverage, etc.
C) A conclusion as to the conformity or nonconformity of the site or property as improved to public and/or private restrictions

C. Taxes and Assessment Analysis
This section should present taxes and assessment information that might affect the valuation of the subject property. The subject’s current taxes and assessed value should be presented. Any special assessments should also be discussed at this point. Taxing trends in the area of the subject property should be discussed and analyzed. A tax and assessment history of the subject property should be provided in support of that analysis. In addition, a comparison of the subject taxes and assessments with other, competing properties’ taxes and assessments should be provided to assess and support future taxes for the subject. This section should end with a conclusion regarding the subject current and forecast tax liability.

D. Fundamental Market Analysis (FMA)
Market analysis is defined as a study of market conditions for a specific type of property. A complete market analysis is used to screen alternative uses as well as provide the data to test financial feasibility and the use or uses that are maximally productive. Market analysis is typically performed on four separate levels (Levels A through D). For most appraisal problems, Levels A and B are adequate. However, for the demonstration appraisal report (FMA option), a fundamental market analysis performed at Level C, and possibly Level D, is required. Levels C and D are characterized by the depth of analysis and the requirement for primary research to be done by the appraiser. Reliance on secondary data is not sufficient for this section of the demonstration appraisal report. If the Candidate is pursuing
the FMA option, a thorough fundamental (Level C/D) market analysis must be performed to support an acceptable highest and best use conclusion. For the obsolescence option, an inferred market analysis (Level B) is required.

Data collection and analyses traditionally used in the regional and city and neighborhood sections are to be provided within the market analysis section. The six-step process for market analysis is developed in the course materials for General Appraiser Market Analysis and Highest & Best Use.

For additional information, refer to the course, Advanced Market Analysis and Highest & Best Use and the book Market Analysis for Real Estate by Stephen F. Fanning, MAI.

This section of the appraisal process should develop the foundation for the conclusions of highest and best use as though vacant and as improved, to be summarized in the highest and best use section.
An overview of the Six-Step Fundamental Market Analysis process

Step 1
Define the property (Property Productivity Analysis)

A. Physical attributes
B. Legal and regulatory attributes
C. Location attributes
   1. Identify economic attributes: the association between land uses and their linkages
   2. Identify movement of demand in relation to the direction of urban growth
      Analyze urban growth structure
      • Pattern
      • Direction
      • Rate
      Analyze factors influencing urban growth structure
      • Natural
      • Man-made (including adequacy and cost of utilities)
      • Political
   3. Identify competition and comparison of location advantages and disadvantages between
      competition and subject (Including detrimental influences, nuisances, and hazards)
D. Market appeal attributes
   1. Identify specific features such as design or amenities that appeal to market participants

Step 2
Define the user of the property (Market Delineation)

A. Market area concepts
   1. Time-distance concepts
   2. Area over which equally desirable substitute properties tend to compete with the subject
B. Delineate competitive market area geographically
   1. Define and support boundaries
C. Identify characteristics of most probable user (consumer profile)

Step 3
Forecast demand factors

A. Major demand types (demographics analysis)
   1. Population creates households
   2. Income creates retail-buying power
   3. Employment creates office and industrial users
B. Tastes and preferences: behavioral, motivational, and psychological factors
C. Demand segmentation
Step 4

Inventory and forecast competitive supply

A. Existing stock of competitive properties
   1. Predominate type of development and conformity
   2. History of the area
   3. Life stage and trends

B. Potential competition
   1. Under construction
   2. Proposed competition
   3. Probable additional competition

C. Factors influencing completion of potential competition
   1. Extent built-up
   2. Land availability and costs
   3. Interest rates and most probable sources of financing including loan ratios and available mortgage rates
   4. Materials and labor costs
   5. Entrepreneurship

Step 5

Analyze the interaction of supply and demand

A. Competitive environment
   1. Range of sale prices, rents, and capitalization rates
   2. Vacancy and/or occupancy rates
   3. Turnover in ownership/occupancy

B. Residual demand concepts

Step 6

Forecast subject capture

A. Capture rate and absorption period (specific time period)
B. Risk analysis
C. Reconciliation of market analysis conclusions for use in highest and best use analysis

In addition to all the requirements for a Level C market analysis, this section of the report should provide the area background data pertinent to the valuation of the subject property. Consideration should be given to all significant factors in this analysis, but only data relevant to the subject property should be discussed, analyzed, and included in this section of the report.

Note: physical attributes as well as the legal and regulatory attributes under Step 1 should have been previously analyzed and presented prior to the beginning of this section of the report presentation (i.e., in the site description and the improvement description). The fundamental market analysis would, therefore, continue in this section with the locational attributes analysis portion of Step 1.
Fundamental market analysis identifies the interaction of the four forces on supply and demand, which in turn directly influences the value of real property. The four forces are categorized as follows:

1) Economic
2) Governmental
3) Social
4) Environmental

Identification of key points under these four major topics can help in organizing this section. Once the broad background features have been defined, narrow the analysis to the most pertinent points. Typical market behavior in the area should be the guide in determining the appropriateness of the information reported. This section should identify the economic basis for the value conclusion.

The conclusion should consist of a summary of pertinent factors affecting property values, including a forecast of future economic trends in the competitive market area. This analysis helps establish a framework for forecasting income projections, remaining economic life, and the existence of any external or functional obsolescence. This section should also include the price and rental levels of other properties that directly compete with the subject in the market area.

This section should include a map locating the relevant market area within the region or city and delineating the competitive market area boundaries. An additional map could also be helpful in graphically locating the subject property within the competitive market area. If possible, identify property uses on the map.

Avoid the canned material and flowery rhetoric found in some promotional materials. Exhibits in this section of the report can be very helpful in making relevant facts and trends clear.

This section must have a conclusion relative to the probable future of the area, general property values, and the relationship of these future conditions to the property appraised.
E. Highest and Best Use Analysis

This section of the report must be complete and thorough. This should begin with a proper definition of highest and best use and include the source of the definition.

Two separate studies are mandatory for this section:

1) A highest and best use analysis of the site as vacant
2) A highest and best use analysis of the property as improved

Highest and best use of the land as if vacant. This analysis should address four criteria. The highest and best use must be:

1) Legally permissible
2) Physically possible
3) Financially feasible (include mathematical analysis of option uses)
4) Maximally productive (with support from market data)

This analysis should end with a conclusion as to the ideal highest and best use of the land if it were vacant. If externalities exist, this analysis should include an analysis of the ideal improvement without the presence of externalities.

Highest and best use of the property as improved. This section should describe the process of comparing and contrasting the ideal improvements for the site as if vacant (developed in “as vacant” analysis) with the improvements that exist on the site. The result of this analysis should identify and support property obsolescence. Note: Since the highest and best use of the site as if vacant would provide for new improvements, the existing improvements (which are not new) are not the highest and best use of the site as if vacant.

With any improved property, there are three possibilities that must be considered:

1. Demolish the existing improvements and redevelop the site;
2. Continue the existing use;
3. Modify the existing use.

All basic principles of real estate valuation should be considered. The conclusion should address not only the optimum use, but also timing (capture/absorption), and market participants (user of space/most probable buyer).

Mathematical support must be provided for conclusions as appropriate.
F. **The Valuation Process**

Briefly explain the theory of each approach and outline how the approach will be handled in the appraisal process. The economic principles could be quoted with an explanation of how they apply to the appraisal process. The section should end with an explanation of the reconciliation process. **Note:** the introductory material may be included at the beginning of each approach rather than as a separate section.

G. **Cost Approach**

The cost approach is divided into three segments: the land value opinion, the estimate of the cost new of the improvements, and the depreciation estimate. The cost approach is also known as the summation approach because at the end the three segments are brought together to derive an indication of value.

1) **Site Valuation**

The best method for estimating land value is via analysis of verified comparable vacant land sales. The sales should be reduced to appropriate units of comparison. The value of the land or site should be estimated as if the site were vacant and available for its highest and best use. Each comparable sale should be briefly described. The description must include the following data for each sale:

- Location
- Land area
- Dimensions
- Selling price
- Unit selling price
- Date
- Grantor (complete name)
- Grantee (complete name)
- Use at time of sale and current use
- Zoning
- Recording data
- Financing
- Name and phone number of person with whom sale was verified
- Other relevant data

The report must include a photograph (view from street level) of each sale and a map showing the location of the sales relative to each other and to the subject property.
Each sale must be analyzed with regard to the recognized elements of comparison:

- Property rights conveyed
- Financing terms
- Conditions of sale
- Market conditions
- Location
- Physical characteristics

All adjustments must be market supported and demonstrated, not just discussed narratively. Show all calculations.

Quantitative adjustments are required. A properly structured summary of the adjustment process is required.

This section should end with a reconciliation of the comparable sales into a final land value opinion.

2) **Cost New Estimate (Current Reproduction Cost)**

The cost new estimate should be developed from at least two independent sources. Current *reproduction* cost is required. If a cost service is used, the source material must be specifically identified, and the process demonstrated. Remember that the calculator section of the *Marshall Valuation Service* provides replacement costs, not reproduction costs. It is important to remember to include indirect costs of all types, entrepreneurial incentive, and the direct and indirect costs of all site improvements in the total cost new.

If cost estimators or contractors supplied cost figures, their expertise must be established. If reference is made to recently-completed comparable structures, they must be photographed, identified, and analyzed with appropriate adjustments to the property being appraised.

3) **Accrued Depreciation Estimate**

The breakdown method must be used. For a property to qualify for grading as a demonstration appraisal report it must suffer from incurable long-lived physical deterioration and all forms of obsolescence that are present must be correctly identified and properly measured. If curable physical depreciation is present, it must be analyzed in the report. The report must demonstrate the appraiser’s ability to estimate depreciation factually from market data. If more than one form of obsolescence is present, they must be treated factually based on market data. The estimate of depreciation must be substantiated with market support.

Finally, the computations in the cost approach must be shown. This includes an estimate of the total cost new of the improvements, an itemized breakdown of accrued depreciation and support there for, and deduction of total depreciation from the total cost new to indicate the depreciated improvements value. To this figure land value is added.
This section must end with an indication of value derived by the cost approach.

**H. Sales Comparison Approach**

This section should begin with a brief discussion of the criteria used in the selection of comparable sales. The comparable sales should be described in detail. The description must include:

- Address/location of sale property
- Size of property (land and improvements)
- Other descriptive information
- Selling price
- Unit selling price (may be more than one)
- Grantor
- Grantee
- Recording data
- Date
- Financing
- Name and phone number of person with whom sale was verified
- Marketing time/history
- Intended use
- Motivation
- Other significant data also should be included, including the age and condition of the improvements, income, vacancies, and other verified facts such as past expenses, refurbishing costs, and land and building ratio.

The report must include a photograph of each sale and a map locating the sales relative to each other and to the subject property.

Sales should be presented on an adjustment grid that demonstrates all supportable adjustments. All adjustments should be market supported and computations leading to the concluded adjustment must be provided in the report, not just discussed. Each sale should be analyzed with consideration of the recognized elements of comparison:

- Property rights conveyed
- Financing terms
- Conditions of sale
- Market conditions
- Location
- Physical characteristics and economic characteristics

This approach should end with reconciliation of the value indications derived from the comparable sales after adjustment. The reconciliation should end with a final indication of value by the sales comparison approach. If
the property suffers from curable physical deterioration or obsolescence, these losses must be properly and consistently handled without double-depreciating.

I. **Income Capitalization Approach**

The first step in this approach is to present the property’s actual income history. If possible, a three-year history of rents should be obtained along with the current rent roll. The amount of detail reported will depend on the property. Review and summarize existing lease(s). The details of existing leases could be placed in the addenda.

When reporting comparable rentals, the following information must be provided:

- Date of lease
- Term of lease
- Rental rate
- Size of space
- Rental unit of comparison
- Conditions of lease (expenses paid by landlord and those paid by tenant)
- Other significant conditions confirmed about the rental property

The rental data presented should include a photograph of each rent comparable and a rental map locating the rentals and the subject property.

Using units of rental comparison and actual rental transactions, estimate the current market rent for the property being appraised. This approach must be handled properly, recognizing the type of estate being valued (e.g., fee simple, lease fee) as stated in the introduction to the appraisal report. Using actual market rentals, adjust for major differences between the rentals and the property being appraised, based on market support. Rental comparisons must be presented in an adjustment grid summary. There is to be market support and justification for the adjustments and an adequate explanation. Project the subject’s future gross income potential at market or contract rent depending on the type of estate being valued.

Vacancy and collection loss must be estimated. A survey of similar properties in the area should be conducted to estimate potential vacancy and rental losses. The results may be detailed here or summarized from the market analysis section. The subject property’s past vacancy and collection losses should be presented. Background information developed in the area, region, and neighborhood sections should be used as additional support for the projected vacancy loss.

Show the itemized statements of past expenses for the property being appraised, if they are obtainable. The past expenses of the property being appraised should be compared item for item with the expenses incurred by similar properties in the area. From this information, project the stabilized fixed and operating expenses anticipated for the property being appraised.

Replacement reserves must be estimated for short-lived items. Show all computations (may be in this section or summarized from the cost approach). Reserves for the subject property, after computation,
should be handled consistent with market practices for the subject property type in the relevant competitive market area. With the previously estimated figures, develop the estimated net income for the subject property.

If the property functions in a net lease market, all expenses must be properly estimated, supported, and allocated between landlord and tenant. The necessary expenses paid by the lessee must be discussed individually, in the same manner and with market support, as if the property were leased on a gross basis. Since a lessee can choose from any of several potential rental options, the process of selection would include not only the net rental due but also the lessee’s expense liability for each potential option location.

Outline a reconstructed operating statement for the subject property that includes total potential gross annual income, vacancy and collection loss allowances, effective gross income, all expenses, and net operating income.

The selection of a capitalization method depends on the appraisal problem. Direct capitalization is expected in demonstration appraisal reports; yield capitalization, if applicable to the subject property valuation and well supported, is an acceptable option as an additional capitalization method. Direct capitalization rates must be developed from sale data. The summation method is not sufficient by itself, and the band-of-investment technique must be supported by market data. While other capitalization methods are not discouraged, selecting an appropriate property for a demonstration appraisal report will usually result in a value that can be supported by direct capitalization.

If there is surplus income because of excess lease rental or a lease percentage clause, this income must be explained and properly treated. If the income stream is below market level, it should be explained and properly treated in valuing a leased fee interest.

If income depends on capital expenditures, make the appropriate adjustment. If the income includes personal property, show and support value allocations to the real and personal property. If the property suffers from curable physical depreciation or functional obsolescence, make appropriate adjustments.

Derive a value estimate and justify capitalization method(s) and techniques selected. Include a discussion of why one or more techniques were used, and others were not.

It is not acceptable to base the overall rate utilized in direct capitalization from an analysis of comparable sales for which the income and expense data are estimated by the appraiser. An additional data set of sales that are leased may be needed to provide data for an overall rate analysis, if the sales utilized in the Sales Comparison Approach are not leased.
J. Reconciliation and Final Value Opinion

The purpose of reconciliation is to complete the process of correlation, which has taken place throughout the report, and to develop the value indications derived in the approaches into a final opinion of value. Reconciliation is a discussion that analyzes the quantity and quality of the data examined in each approach. This analysis includes examination of the strengths and weaknesses of the three approaches, the relevance they have to the property being appraised, and the appraisal problem. It is not a restatement of methodology presented or analysis within the report.

Explain any wide discrepancies. It is not necessary for the results of the three approaches to be close numerically. Apply sound reasoning to the facts and interpretations that lead to the final opinion, keeping in mind the definition of value and the intended use and intended users of the report.

Certification and Addenda

A. Certification

A signed certification must be included in the appraisal report. The certification must conform to the wording set forth in Code of Professional Ethics of the Appraisal Institute and Standards of Professional Practice. Click here for sample certification statements.

B. Assumptions and Limiting Conditions

Assumptions and limiting conditions in the demonstration appraisal report generally follow the certification. See the most current edition of The Appraisal of Real Estate for suggested wording, appropriate standard conditions, and examples of general assumptions and limited conditions.

Any factors peculiar to the assignment in question should be fully explained. Hypothetical conditions are not appropriate for demonstration report purposes.

C. Qualifications of the Appraiser

Qualifications should be listed in a brief and concise fashion.

D. Addenda

Addenda are supplements to a report and may be used to avoid interrupting the narrative. Data that pertain directly to your narrative, such as comparable sales data, other market data, maps, and sketches, should be included in the body of the report unless they are overly lengthy. The addenda should include any necessary supplementary exhibits, such as:

- Additional photographs of the subject property. When possible, include pictures of items of curable depreciation, and interior views to help the reader visualize the property.
- Photographs of nearby properties referred to in the report.
- Maps of secondary importance.
- Statistical data, other similar study results, related to subject property.
- Any additional supporting data referred to in the body of the report.
Things to Do

- Explain your reasoning completely, yet concisely. Conciseness is important. Too many Candidates tend to write lengthier reports than are needed.
- Put directional arrows indicating north on maps, plats, and aerial photos.
- Give sources of all definitions. Use current references.
- Prepare professional exhibits.
- Consider the effects of any adverse conditions noted on the subject property and treat consistently throughout the approaches to value.
- Remember that the factors affecting the property appraised in one approach must be considered in the other two approaches. Focus on consistency throughout the report. This includes appropriate treatment of all sources of losses in value.

Things NOT to Do

- Do not fabricate data.
- Do not rely on unsupported assumptions, conclusions, or opinions.
- Do not rely on outdated material.
- Do not use formats from demonstration appraisal reports prepared several years ago.
- Do not select a new, or almost new, property that will not give you an opportunity to measure incurable long-lived depreciation.
- Do not adjust gross rent multipliers.
- Do not fail to include a Level C market analysis if pursuing the FMA option.
- Do not conclude that the present use is the highest and best use of the property simply because it conforms to other improvements in terms of zoning.
- Do not express opinions or conclusions based on estimates with an unrealistic degree of precision.
  Use good judgment and round appropriately.
- Do not use statements such as “Based on my experience and knowledge...” or “Knowledgeable people in the area say...” to support your adjustments. They are unacceptable.

Next Page
FAQs: Traditional Demonstration Appraisal Reports

General Considerations

1. **Why are demonstration reports required?**
   Preparing a report demonstrates the Candidate’s ability to focus appraisal theory and principles on a specific appraisal problem and develop an acceptable solution. A report can determine whether a Candidate has attained the level of performance necessary for Designated membership in the Appraisal Institute.

2. **May others help me prepare my demonstration appraisal report? To what extent?**
   Others may help by typing or word processing the report and proofreading the copy for spelling or grammatical errors. All the writing, analysis, numerical calculations, and conclusions must be your own. It is unethical for a Designated member or fellow Candidate of the Appraisal Institute to correct your demonstration report prior to submission.

3. **What happens if Appraisal Institute discovers that a demonstration report is entirely or partly the work of another? What if the facts have been fabricated?**
   By signing the application, the Candidate certifies that the report is his/her own work and that the report complies with the requirements of Regulation No. 1 and the Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of Professional Practice of the Appraisal Institute. If this statement is found to be untrue, credit will be rescinded, and the Candidate will not be allowed to base any new submission upon the same property. Fabricated data will also result in the loss of credit for the report.

4. **When are reports sent back to a local representative for verification of the factual data?**
   When a demonstration appraisal report meets technical requirements, it is sent to a local representative appointed by the Chair of the Demonstration Appraisal Grading Panel (or delegate) for factual verification. The local representative does not re-grade the report.

5. **How far back can the effective date of value be?**
   The effective date of valuation of the demonstration appraisal report may be no more than five (5) calendar years prior to the year the report is received.

6. **If I have written a passing demonstration report for another organization, will Appraisal Institute accept it?**
   No, Appraisal Institute does not grant reciprocal credit. To receive credit toward SRA or MAI Designated membership, the demonstration report must be prepared for, but not necessarily addressed to, Appraisal Institute.

7. **May I submit a demonstration report on a property that I own?**
   Yes, with proper disclosure and the ability to complete the assignment objectively and credibly.

8. **How can I ensure that my report qualifies for grading?**
   Please refer to the above section: Grading Eligibility Requirements.
9. **What is the process for grading reports?**
   Please refer to the section near the end of this guidebook: Grading Processes for Demonstration of Knowledge Options.

10. **May I submit a demonstration appraisal report on a property subject to a net lease?**
    Yes, you may value this property, but all applicable expenses must be analyzed because the income capitalization approach must account for the effect on net rent of all expenses, whether they are the responsibility of the owner or the tenant.

11. **Must I appraise the leased fee interest in a leased property?**
    No, but the interest appraised must be clearly disclosed, and the specifics of the lease must be discussed along with a statement of the effect, if any, of the lease interest on the fee simple unencumbered value of the property. You may appraise any interest in the property that is appropriate, with necessary disclosure.

    An example of proper disclosure: If there is a lease in place and you are appraising the fee simple interest, a statement to the effect that “the market value of the fee simple interest could be greater than, equal to or less than the market value of the leased fee interest,” but in this case, only the fee simple interest is analyzed with no analysis of the leased fee interest.

12. **Must I follow the format suggested in *The Official Guide to the Demonstration of Knowledge Requirement: General*?**
    No, you need not follow this format, but do refer to the form for content. You may use whatever format seems logical, e.g., it may be practical to put the approaches in a different order.

13. **How do I resolve the contradictory information on methods and techniques that I may have received from various texts, teachers, seminars, and other sources?**
    No grader will dispute the authority of current edition of *The Appraisal of Real Estate*. If you think a method or technique used in your report may be controversial, help the grader by citing your source.

14. **How long should the report be?**
    Most demonstration reports are too long. Candidates are understandably reluctant to risk being downgraded for omissions or insufficient explanation. Although some people can write completely and succinctly, others find it very difficult.

    Experience shows that reports often run long due to redundancy, the inclusion of extraneous material, and misunderstandings about what the problem is and how it should be solved. Most Candidates use too many words when they should strive to use concise words.

    In preparing a demonstration report, select a subject property that lends itself to the demonstration process (take-home examination). Build the report correctly, using only relevant information. Try to anticipate and satisfy the reader’s questions, but do not repeat yourself. Search for the best ways to get your message across, which may involve exhibits and photographs.
Sharp editing and writing skills are needed to prepare a report. If you cannot structure the narrative logically, you are not ready to write a demonstration report. Remember, the skills needed to write a good demonstration report may lag behind the ability to appraise the property in question.

15. **Should a property in litigation or one that may be involved in litigation during the grading process be the subject of a demonstration appraisal report?**

No. There may be legal and confidentiality issues.

16. **How do I select a subject property or market area?**

Before selecting a property, gather market data and other information. Choose a property that will allow you to demonstrate your ability to make use of market data in applying all three approaches and arriving at a value conclusion.

17. **What advice would you offer to someone who is contemplating writing a demonstration appraisal report?**

First, read and follow *The Official Guide to the Demonstration of Knowledge Requirement: General*. Then, select a type of property with which you are familiar. Make sure you have the necessary experience and adequate market data. Next, select a specific subject, and define the appraisal problem to be solved. Finally, write and submit your appraisal report.

**Technical Considerations**

18. **How should data previously included in regional, city, and neighborhood sections be presented?**

All the items previously addressed in the regional, city, and neighborhood analyses should be in the market analysis section.

Be careful to avoid an abundance of disorganized data researched or compiled by others. Do not include a history of the area or detailed statistics that are not relevant to the problem at hand.

The conclusions presented in the market analysis section of the report should alert the reader to any potential economic or external problems or benefits that could affect the subject property. Often, the remaining economic life of the subject property can be illustrated in this section.

19. **What is meant by the levels of market analysis?**

The primary distinction is in the depth and detail of the analysis and in the difference between primary and secondary data. Levels C and D require that the supply and demand data analyzed and presented in that section be derived by the appraiser, not summarized from studies done by others. Levels A and B refer to an inferred analysis (see material in Part One).

Other specifications and requirements are provided in the materials for Appraisal Institute course *Advanced Market Analysis and Highest & Best Use*. 
20. **What problems may be encountered in estimating effective age and economic life?**

Too often, effective age and economic life are presented as unsupported conclusions or conclusions based on the statements of others.

Effective age is an observable judgment based on inspection and knowledge of property maintenance and the capital improvements made to the property. The conclusion of remaining economic life, however, can be supported using one or more techniques of market measurement. This fundamental statistic cannot be adopted from a cost manual of broad national averages; it is a function of the local market. If the property's remaining economic life is not carefully measured or reasoned, this weakness will permeate the rest of the report.

21. **If the property I am appraising is an office building in an office park, do I need to include a detailed discussion of highest and best use?**

Yes, it may seem obvious, but in a demonstration report, the obvious must be analyzed, reasoned and verified. The definition of highest and best use that is used dictates how the rest of the section is presented. First, the site use must be analyzed as if vacant, then the property must be analyzed as improved. Economic, physical, and legal considerations that would affect the vacant site can be covered briefly. Site measurements can be presented, and the site's appropriateness for possible uses can be discussed. Option uses must be studied to provide specific support for the “ideal” use for the site as though vacant.

After concluding the proper type of use, the degree to which the actual improvements meet this ideal can be discussed and differences can be shown. Because of the requirements of the demonstration report, the existing improvements will not represent the optimum use of the land as though vacant.

22. **What problems may be encountered in the site value section?**

Use of an insufficient number of sales can hamper analysis. Also, using sales that are too similar to the subject site can hinder site valuation. Part of the answer, of course, lies in selecting an appropriate subject property and using the most comparable data available. If this section does not fully demonstrate your abilities, later sections surely will. Be thorough and consistent in adjusting the comparable sales to the subject property. It is imperative that you extract adjustments from the comparable sales to support the indicated site value for the subject site.

23. **Would an adjustment for market conditions be made before any other adjustments?**

Not necessarily. Sometimes an adjustment for financing or conditions of sale must be made before a time adjustment is logical or applicable. Refer to the current edition of *The Appraisal of Real Estate* for more information.
24. **May I use a cost manual to estimate current construction cost?**

Reproduction cost is a requirement of the Traditional Demonstration Appraisal Report option. When using a cost manual in a Traditional Demonstration Appraisal Report option, be sure to use the section of the manual that provides reproduction cost new (current construction cost of an exact replica), not replacement cost. The *Marshall Valuation Service* calculator cost section is replacement cost; the segregated cost section can be helpful in developing an estimate of reproduction cost.

Graders strongly suggest supporting the estimate with an alternate source such as the cost of recent comparable properties, a contractor’s bid, or updated actual costs. Whatever source(s) you use, be sure to explain what the estimate does and does not include, such as architect’s fees and other indirect costs, entrepreneurial incentive, and site improvements costs.

25. **Do I have to have two forms of depreciation?**

This depends upon which option has been chosen. Under the obsolescence option, the subject property must suffer from at least one form of depreciation (physical long-lived incurable) and a form of obsolescence (functional or external, curable or incurable). Under the FMA option, the subject property must suffer from at least one form of depreciation (physical long-lived incurable), and all forms of depreciation that are present in the property must be adequately identified and properly addressed in all three approaches to value.

26. **What mistakes are commonly made in calculating depreciation?**

A Candidate may fail to account for some form of functional or external deficiency that was clearly described or intimated in early sections of the report. Another individual may depreciate an item and then double depreciate it in the steps that follow. An error can be made by concluding that functional obsolescence is either curable or incurable when the data presented in the other two approaches contradicts this conclusion.

When age/life depreciation is derived from comparable sales, some appraisers fail to establish that the proportion of short-lived items to long-lived items in the comparable sales is similar to this proportion in the subject, or if the proportions are dissimilar, they fail to break down these items in the sales. When depreciation is supported by sales, some appraisers fail to account for similarity or dissimilarity in construction.

Sometimes an appraiser may report small amounts of deferred maintenance, which would be imperceptible in market transactions. Accrued depreciation is market-oriented in all categories. If the appraiser has penalized the subject property with a type of depreciation that the rest of the market data does not recognize, the property probably doesn’t have it either.

27. **May I use the depreciation schedules listed in cost manuals?**

No. Depreciation is a function of the market, and, therefore, it is reflected only by local market actions. Cost manuals deal with national averages, which may or may not apply in your subject area and are not acceptable in the demonstration report.
28. What mistakes are commonly made in the sales comparison approach?

Some appraisers fail to extract adjustments from the comparables before comparing the sales to the subject. This almost always results in adjustments that are subjective rather than objective and that are not market-supported.

Appraisers need to measure differences using paired data analysis. It’s important to use the unit or units of comparison that are actually used by participants in the market (e.g., dollars per square foot of building area or dollars per unit).

Appraisers should not adopt costs as the basis for adjustments unless they clearly establish that market participants would view the issue in this way. Adjustments must be abstracted from market data.

Appraisers may fail to account for the impact of nonconventional financing on the value of the comparables, considering only those factors that affect the seller or the buyer. Sometimes appraisers do not appropriately or adequately adjust the sales for depreciation, excessive vacancy, or income below market level—which exists in the subject property but not in the comparables, or vice versa.

29. What are the most common oversights or deficiencies in using the income capitalization approach?

Some reports may not show the causes of vacancies in rent comparables and the causes for the variations in rent. Other reports rely on estimated income and expense data. Actual data is required for the demonstration report. Sale comparables must be adjusted to include all the appropriate categories of expenses, so that capitalization rates can be more accurately measured.

Discounted cash flow procedures are best suited to leased fee valuations of properties that have multitenant leases with varying terms, rates, and conditions. The discount rates for these procedures and the overall rates used for reversionary values must be supported in the market.

If other capitalization techniques are used, all rates must be supported by market data.

The reasons for using one or more capitalization techniques should also be discussed.

30. What should I address in the reconciliation and final opinion of value section of my report?

Do not repeat the analysis presented in other sections of the report. Rather, explore the inherent strengths and weaknesses of the approaches, show how they are interrelated, and establish which is the strongest (best supported) and/or most recognized in the market. The conclusion should relate to the strongest approach; or, if two approaches have equal weight, the conclusion should fall between the two approaches. Avoid the appearance of adopting an average as your conclusion.
Research Project Option

Introduction and Overview
As an option to the Demonstration of Knowledge requirement a general Candidate of Appraisal Institute may submit a research project. If a Candidate wants to submit a proposal for a research project, he/she should start by reviewing this section as well as this Sample Project Outline and the Sample Project Topics.

A Candidate must have sole professional responsibility for the development of the research project. A Candidate must personally and without assistance define the problem, develop the analysis, formulate the conclusions, and prepare the research project.

The Research Project Proposal: Documentation and Procedures
Applicants should provide a great deal of detailed information. Much of the work on the total project should go into the proposal.

Minimum Criteria
1. An exploration of why the proposed topic/hypothesis is important, what might be the implications of the findings, and what applications there might be for the results.
2. Complete consideration of the processes of discovery, application and integration of the results of the research.
3. Preliminary analysis and research into available resources including a thorough review of what work has previously been done by others in the particular area of research.
4. Literature review.

Research Project Proposal Submission Requirements
1. The proposal must be written in standard business English (unless otherwise approved by the Chair of the Admissions Committee), such that it can be understood by the grader, using terminology from the current editions of The Appraisal of Real Estate, and The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal.
2. The proposed research project must involve a practical real estate economics related topic/problem to be solved and the process for solving the problem (not including one- to four-family properties).
3. The proposal must identify in sufficient detail the topic/thesis to be researched such that the project will demonstrate a thorough understanding of real estate economics.
4. The proposal must identify in detail the proposed methodology.
5. The proposal must identify in detail proposed resources and any possible applicable source literature. A bibliography should be included.
6. The proposal must outline the independent/original or primary research to be done. The research project proposal may be supported by secondary research to assist in documentation of the proposal.
7. The proposal must set forth the proposed time frame for completion of the research project, not to exceed one (1) year from the date the Candidate is notified of the approval of the proposal.
Initial Responsibilities of Grader upon Receipt of Topic Proposal

1. The grader is strongly advised to seek academic or specialty advice if the proposal is intended to expand the body of knowledge.

2. The grader will make one of the following recommendations:
   a) Accept the proposed topic.
   b) Decline the proposed topic. Proposals which are rejected are not eligible for revision, however, the Candidate may submit another proposal on a new topic. Generally, proposals are rejected when the objectives are ill-defined, or the topic doesn’t appear to be one in which the Candidate could demonstrate a thorough understanding of the principles, theories, techniques, and applications of real estate economics. A Research Project Proposal must be submitted and approved before a Research Project can be submitted.
   c) Recommend additions or modifications and resubmission of the proposed topic. If a reviewer indicates that the proposal topic does add to the AI Body of Knowledge, but the proposal may need further modification or information, then the Candidate will have an opportunity to revise the proposal for consideration.

Research Project Requirements

1. The General Candidate will prepare the Research Project in conformance with the approved proposal.

2. Research project must be written in standard business English (unless otherwise approved by the Chair of the Admissions Committee), such that it can be understood by the grader, using terminology from the current editions of The Appraisal of Real Estate and The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal.

3. Research project must be “self-contained” that is, complete and thorough. The document must include the entire body of research data and analyses utilized to support the conclusions.

4. The research project report must be consistent with approved methodology of the research project proposal and be submitted within the approved time frame.

5. Research Project is sufficiently complex to demonstrate a thorough understanding of real estate economics.

6. Evaluates the nature, quality, or utility of real property or an interest in or aspect of real property.

7. Provides a solution to a practical problem in real estate economics.

8. The research project report must contain, at a minimum:
   a) An introduction/overview
   b) A definition of the problem
   c) Research methodology
   d) Presentation of data
   e) Discussion of analyses and findings
   f) Conclusions
Submission of the research project to Appraisal Institute for publication is optional at the discretion of the author, upon receipt of a passing grade as an option for the general Demonstration of Knowledge requirement. If the project is published, the Candidate may make no representations of acceptance by Appraisal Institute and may not mention Appraisal Institute’s acceptance of the report as a part of the general admissions requirements.

FAQS: Research Project Option

1. What is the research project option?
   The research project option was designed for Candidates from the academic world as well as Candidates from other parts of the world who live in countries where the economies make it impossible to do the Traditional Demonstration Appraisal Report option. In addition, the research project option was developed to recognize the broader scope of analytical practices.

   The research project option allows a Candidate to receive credit for the Demonstration of Knowledge requirement by developing an original research project. The original research project is a project that expands the overall body of knowledge of the appraisal profession. The proposed research project is to be of sufficient scope and complexity to demonstrate that the Candidate has a thorough understanding of the principles, theories, techniques, and applications of real estate economics.

2. What type of topic can I choose?
   The focus of the project should be one that addresses a practical real estate economics topic or problem.

3. Are there any pre-approved topics?
   There are no currently pre-approved topics; however, the research project must not focus on one-to four-unit properties.

   Sample Project Outline
   Sample Project Topic

4. What is the process?
   First, the Candidate must submit application and topic proposal to the Appraisal Institute. After the topic proposal is accepted, the research project can be submitted for grading.
5. Why must I submit a proposal first?
The foundation of this requirement is firmly entrenched in the academic world. The Appraisal Institute wants to be sure that your topic is meaningful and can adequately demonstrate a thorough understanding of the principles, theories, techniques, and applications of real estate economics. The proposal will be initially reviewed by a grader who will either accept the proposal or offer feedback for possible changes. Once the proposal is accepted, the grader will give you final approval to complete and submit the research project.

6. What must my original research project proposal contain?
   1) An exploration of why the proposed topic/hypothesis is important, the possible implications of the findings, and the possible applications of the results.
   2) Complete consideration of the processes of discovery, application, and integration of the results of the research.
   3) Preliminary analysis and research into available resources; what has already been done in the field?
   4) Literature review.

7. How long should my proposal and research project be?
There is not a specific requirement. The proposal and research project that follows must be described in sufficient detail for the grader to make an informed decision about its appropriateness. The proposal is a measurable component of the overall research project option. Your concern should be to present your proposal and research project in a way that communicates clearly and effectively. Clear communication allows the grader to have a pleasant experience. Poor presentation can interfere in the process of communication and lead to lower marks. Good presentation makes the most of the hard work that you put into your research.

8. Can I get assistance with my research project?
No. The Candidate must have sole professional responsibility for the development of the research project. The research project may include work that is performed during the Candidate’s business practice if the Candidate personally, and without assistance, defined the problem, developed the analysis, formulated the conclusions, and prepared the project.

9. Do I have to defend my research project?
The term “research project” as used in this document and Appraisal Institute literature should not be confused with a doctoral dissertation. The research project prepared by the Candidate is a rigorous and thorough analysis presented in a written document. The Candidate will not be required to defend the research project orally.

10. Is there a recommended format for the proposal and research project?
The form and presentation of the proposal and the research project is left to the Candidate. There are several publications and books available that could provide a meaningful outline. Care should be taken to meet the requirements of the current versions of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice and Certification Standard of Appraisal Institute. International Valuation Standards may also be applicable. Sample Project Outline
11. Can you give me some guidance as to what to include in my proposal?  
There is not one correct way to develop your proposal. Items to consider might be a statement of the problem and its setting, a review of related literature, the data, treatment of the data and its interpretation, the qualifications of the researcher, the outline of the proposed study, and a selected bibliography. In outlining the problem and its setting, it is important to give a clear statement of the problem and its potential sub-problems. It is also important to state a clear hypothesis, the limitations of the study, any definitions pertinent to the assignment, a list of assumptions, and the importance of the study. The data should be outlined with both the primary and secondary data summarized. The research methodology and the specific treatment of each problem would be helpful as well.

12. Why are proposals rejected or sent back for revisions?  
Generally, proposals have been sent back for revisions when the objectives are ill-defined, or the topic doesn’t appear to be one in which the Candidate could demonstrate a thorough understanding of the principles, theories, techniques, and applications of real estate economics.

13. My proposal was accepted by the grader, but I have decided to select a different topic. Can I do this?  
Yes, however, a new proposal must be submitted and approved before continuing with the research project.

14. Can I submit a research project that has already been published?  
No.

15. How can I ensure that my report qualifies for grading?  
Please refer to the above section: The Research Project Proposal: Documentation and Procedures.

16. What is the process for grading reports?  
Please refer to the section near the end of this guidebook: Grading Processes for Demonstration of Knowledge Options.
Capstone Program Option

The General Demonstration Report—Capstone Program is an additional option Candidates may choose to complete the demonstration of knowledge requirement for MAI Designated membership. Like the traditional demonstration appraisal report option, the same skills and knowledge base are required to produce a complete demonstration appraisal report. However, this program was designed to offer an option that accelerates the completion of the report. Instead of selecting and compiling data on a property, participants are provided with a subject property and data to analyze and then write the report in a limited time span of approximately two months. Participants are strongly encouraged to attend two webinars. The first webinar is typically scheduled three (3) weeks after the release of materials. There will be a five and a half (5.5) day on-site session (attendance is optional) where facilitators will be on hand to answer questions and offer guidance. **On day seven (7) at noon, the full report must be submitted for grading. No exceptions.**

The program is designed to be completed in approximately two (2) months; therefore, participants must realize they will need to commit a considerable amount of that time on analysis and writing tasks prior to the on-site session. One writing assignment (fundamental market analysis) is required before the second webinar. It is important that participants understand they will need to spend a minimum of 175 to 250 hours to successfully complete this program. And during the five and a half (5.5) day on-site session, participants should expect to work on their reports after the seven-hour days spent on-site with facilitators. Ten (10) to twelve (12) hour a day that week will not be unusual.

**Grading**
The Capstone report must meet the same technical requirements as the traditional demonstration report option. The Capstone report will be graded to determine whether the general Candidate has demonstrated the requisite level of knowledge, understanding, and application of appraisal principles, practices, and procedures required in the demonstration appraisal report.

If the grader determines that the submission fails to meet the requirements, the Candidate may file a Demonstration of Knowledge Re-Grade Request Application within fifteen (15) days of the date of the notice advising the Candidate that the submission did not meet the requirements. The Application must include an attachment detailing the reasons for contesting the initial grading and a filing fee. If a request for re-grading is granted the re-grading shall not be performed by the initial grader and the grader will determine whether the initial grading should be revised.

Upon written request and for good cause shown, the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel may grant an extension of the 15-day period for filing a Demonstration of Knowledge Re-Grade Request Application for the Capstone option.
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Fundamental Market Analysis Submission
A pre-class writing assignment is a required component of The General Demonstration Report—Capstone Program. To be eligible for review, the submission must include, at minimum, all sections of the report through the Fundamental Market Analysis (FMA). Each section of the report must include the necessary analysis and explanation leading to a narrative conclusion where appropriate. Within the Fundamental Market Analysis section in particular, the minimum requirement must contain all analysis, including appropriate charts, along with the corresponding narrative explanation and conclusions within all six steps of the process. Fundamental market analysis assignment must be completed and submitted by 11:59 p.m. central time at least one week prior to the second webinar via the online software, Instructure. If a Candidate does not submit the assignment by the deadline, or the submitted assignment fails to meet the minimum requirements, AI will terminate the Candidate’s non-refundable enrollment in the Capstone program offering.

Capstone Grading Eligibility Requirements
To be eligible for grading, the demonstration appraisal report submission, at a minimum, must contain organized data, analysis and conclusions in support of the following:

A. A fundamental market analysis. Levels A, B and C (approaching level D), using the fundamental market analysis option; or
B. Highest and best use conclusions for the site as if vacant and the property as improved.
C. The property selected must suffer measurably from incurable long-lived physical deterioration. If more forms of depreciation or obsolescence are present, they must be properly treated. The breakdown method of depreciation must be applied.
D. The appraisal must analyze the effect of expenses on rents and total occupancy cost in the development of a net income stream, even if only net leases are involved.
E. The report must contain the following three approaches to value and demonstrate appraisal techniques applicable to those three approaches.
   1. The cost approach, including:
      a. Site value as if vacant, with market extracted adjustments;
      b. Complete reproduction cost new; and
   2. The sales comparison approach, including market supported adjustments.
   3. The income capitalization approach, including:
      a. Fixed and variable expense forecast on a line-item basis; and,
      b. Reserve for replacements forecast on a line-item basis.
F. “Market value” must be the type of value estimated.
G. The report should pertain to an “as-is” valuation, with respect to current physical characteristics (i.e. no proposed new construction, additions, repairs, etc.). Hypothetical conditions are not appropriate for demonstration report purposes.

For grading, refer to Grading Processes for Demonstration of Knowledge Options.
Prerequisites

- *Advanced Market Analysis and Highest & Best Use*
- *General Demonstration Appraisal Report Writing Seminar* (within the last five (5) years)

Participant deliverables

- *Fundamental market analysis assignment*: Complete and submit an FMA *at least one week before* the second webinar. If a Candidate fails to submit the FMA by the deadline, he/she will be immediately disqualified from the Capstone program, and thus ineligible to submit a final Capstone report. Refer to the above grading section for what constitutes an eligible FMA assignment submission.
- *Synchronous offerings*: Finish all sections of the demonstration appraisal report by noon central time on seventh day and upload completed report to the Box.com link provided in an email from *demo@appraisalinstitute.org* for grading. This Box.com link will expire at noon central time for Synchronous offerings. Refer to the above grading section for what constitutes an eligible Capstone report.
- *Classroom offerings*: Finish all sections of the demonstration appraisal report by noon of the offerings time zone on seventh day and upload completed report to the Box.com link provided in an email from *demo@appraisalinstitute.org* for grading. This Box.com link will expire at noon (per specific location’s respective time zone). Refer to the above grading section for what constitutes an eligible Capstone report.

Timeframe to Complete Program and Report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Days 1-21</td>
<td>Download materials, begin review of materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 22</td>
<td><strong>WEBINAR #1: Introduction to program &amp; Intro to Fundamental Market Analysis (FMA)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days 23-38</td>
<td>Complete Assignment: FMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 39</td>
<td><strong>FMA Assignment due, no exceptions!</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 47</td>
<td><strong>WEBINAR #2: Feedback on Fundamental Market Analysis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days 48-66</td>
<td>Continue working on other parts of the report up to HBU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days 67-73</td>
<td><strong>ON-SITE SESSION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 73</td>
<td><strong>General demonstration report due, no exceptions!</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Policies Related to Capstone Programs

A. No Refunds or Time Extensions
Due to the accelerated nature of this program, no refunds or time extensions will be granted. If a candidate cannot commit to this strict schedule or submit your report by the deadline, we recommend he/she chooses another option for satisfying the Demonstration of Knowledge requirement.

B. Re-registering or re-enrolling after an incomplete or failed Capstone program
Candidates will not be permitted to enroll in a program that uses the same subject property they previously attempted.

C. Without Assistance
The general candidate must personally, and without assistance, process and analyze all the data, form the conclusions and prepare the demonstration appraisal report. In preparing the demonstration appraisal report, the general candidate may receive assistance in certain matters, such as photography, drawings and word processing. A candidate may also receive verbal advice, suggestions, theoretical explanations, and references to textbooks and techniques, available literature, etc., from facilitators relating to appraisal practice, but such advice, suggestions, explanations or references should not include review or commentary on the demonstration appraisal report.

D. Deadlines for submission of initial report or revised reports
The deadlines for report submissions are strictly enforced. Late submissions will not be accepted. A candidate should come prepared to submit his/her report on time! They have had over two months to prepare for this deadline.

Objectives
• Test ability to analyze the necessary data properly, support conclusions, and write an appraisal report providing analysis and conclusions which will lead the reader to concur with the opinion of value.
• Demonstrate critical thinking and technical expertise.
• Demonstrate the ability to interpret real-world market knowledge.
• Present a consistent theme throughout the entire report.
• Support and defend your analysis.
• Communicate effectively and consistently.
• Demonstrate knowledge of valuation methods and analytical techniques.
**FAQS: Capstone Program Option**

1. **What exactly is the Capstone Program?**
   Like the traditional demonstration appraisal report option, the same competencies and knowledge are needed for the Capstone, however, the program offers Candidates an opportunity to write an appraisal report at an accelerated pace by providing them with a subject property and data. The Capstone is a rigorous program designed to be completed in roughly two (2) months, so it therefore requires Candidates to commit a considerable amount of time to the analysis and writing section of the report (i.e. front-end sections and the fundamental marketability study) prior to the start of the seven (7)-day on-site session.

2. **How much time should a Candidate dedicate to the Capstone?**
   Candidates should know they will dedicate a minimum of 175 to 250 hours to complete the program. Candidates should expect to work on their reports 10 to 12 hours a day once the classroom session commences. Spending an adequate amount of time is not the single determining factor as to whether a Candidate receives a passing grade. He/she must also possess the knowledge and skills to apply concepts and theories in the writing of the report.

3. **How is the seven-day classroom session structured?**
   Generally, the on-site session resembles more of a writing workshop than a classroom lecture. Attendance of the on-site session is optional (Candidates are free to come and go), but the setting does promote a conducive environment for Candidates to write their reports.

4. **What is the role of the facilitator?**
   The facilitators are guides and coaches; they do not function as instructors.

5. **What if a Candidate fails the Capstone or need to register again, may he/she enroll in a Capstone with the same subject property?**
   No. Allowing a Candidate to use the same subject property would pose an unfair advantage to other Candidates.

6. **Does AI offer refunds or transfers into another Capstone offering?**
   No. The Capstone encompasses a period of 73 days, commencing two (2) months prior to the offering with a webinar. Due to the Capstone’s schedule and the release date of the handbook, AI Education cannot give refunds nor transfer a Candidate to another offering.
7. **A Candidate must write my report “without assistance.” What does this mean?**

   AI defines the concept of “without assistance” as the following: The Candidate must personally analyze data, form conclusions and prepare the Capstone report without any help from another individual. The Candidate may receive verbal advice, suggestions, theoretical explanations, and references to textbooks and techniques, available literature, etc., from facilitators, however, these suggestions, advice, explanations, or references should not include review or commentary.

8. **What is the deadline for a Candidate to submit the FMA assignment?**
   
   *At least* one week before the second webinar. Facilitators will provide feedback on your FMA during the second webinar.

9. **What happens if a Candidate misses the FMA deadline?**

   A Candidate will not be allowed to continue and face immediate disqualification from the Capstone program, making him/her ineligible to submit a final Capstone report. The FMA deadline is strictly enforced with no exception or discussion. If disqualification occurs and a Candidate re-registers for another Capstone, he/she will be required to enroll in a Capstone with a different property.

10. **What is the deadline for a Candidate to submit my report?**

    **Synchronous offerings: Sunday, no later than noon central time.**
    
    **Classroom offerings: Sunday, no later than noon, per the offering’s respective time zone.**

11. **What happens if a Candidate misses the noon deadline?**

    A Candidate’s report will not be accepted. The noon deadline is strictly enforced with no exception or discussion. Allowing Candidates to submit their reports after the noon deadline would present an unfair advantage by giving a particular Candidate more time to submit his/her report.

12. **What if a Candidate has a medical emergency prior to the noon deadline?**

    The Candidate must contact one of the facilitators immediately and submit a report by via the box.com upload link.

13. **How can I ensure that my report qualifies for grading?**

    Please refer to the above section: Capstone Grading Eligibility Requirements.

14. **What if a Candidate receives a failing grade, may he/she revise?**

    Please refer to the section near the end of this guidebook: Grading Processes for Demonstration of Knowledge Options.

15. **May a Candidate request a re-grade?**

    Please refer to the section near the end of this guidebook: Grading Processes for Demonstration of Knowledge Options.
Peer Reviewed Publications Option

Overview

A Candidate, who is a PhD., may satisfy the Demonstration of Knowledge requirement by receiving credit for at least three (3) peer reviewed publications based on original research (in a field related to real property economics) approved by the ADQC or its designee. Multi-authored publications will be accepted.

A Candidate, who is not a PhD., may satisfy the Demonstration of Knowledge requirement by receiving credit for at least three (3) peer reviewed publications based on original research (in a field related to real property economics) approved by the ADQC or its designee. All publications must be authored solely by the applicant. Multi-authored publications will not be accepted.

The submissions must be quantitatively rigorous, and deal with valuation or economic issues relevant to real property appraising and/or real property analysis. The submissions must be directly applicable to valuation issues and/or real property economic issues. There must be a nexus between real property appraising and the article that is being submitted.

The submission should be specifically related to valuation or valuation issues. When a Demonstration Report is written, what is being sought is for the Candidate to illustrate that he or she has mastered the application of the economic tools (i.e. sales comparison approach, cost approach, income approach, statistical analysis, etc.) employed in the valuation of real property. Consequently, what we hope to see in a published peer reviewed article is research on a topic that directly relates to the economic tools that are used or could be used by appraisers in the valuation of real property. The logic being that if the goal is to see if the Candidate has mastered the use of those economic tools by which the industry at large values real property than a Candidate who has published research on those economic tools that are employed in the valuation of real property is an indication of his or her mastery of the discipline itself.

The published peer reviewed article is research on a topic that directly relates to the economic tools that are used or could be used by appraisers in the valuation of real property.

Preliminary Screening

Before applying, a Candidate must submit either abstracts or summaries of each of his/her three peer reviewed publications to the Demo Panel Chair for preliminary review to determine if the articles qualify per submission guidelines.

Summaries or abstracts of these peer-reviewed publications must demonstrate how they:

- are quantitatively rigorous;
- deal with a topic of valuation or economic issues relevant to real property appraising and/or real property analysis;
- directly apply to valuation issues and/or real property economic issues; and
• contain sufficient scope and complexity to demonstrate that the Candidate has a thorough understanding of the principles, theories, techniques and applications of real estate economics.

Submission Requirements

1. The peer reviewed publications must be submitted to the Appraisal Institute for credit within five (5) years from date of publication and may only be submitted by one author. Additional co-authors will not be permitted to submit the same publication for consideration.
2. The submission must include at least three (3) peer reviewed publications (in accredited journals and/or periodicals) and must reflect original research, in a field related to real property economics.
3. Must submit an electronic copy of the publications.
4. Must include a statement of contribution for each publication submitted for consideration.

For grading, refer to Grading Processes for Demonstration of Knowledge Options.
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Master's Thesis or Doctoral Dissertation Option

Overview

A Candidate may satisfy the Demonstration of Knowledge Requirement by receiving credit for a master's thesis or doctoral dissertation (in a field related to real property economics) approved by the Admissions Committee, or its designee.

Submission Requirements

- The submission must have been received credit toward a graduate or doctoral diploma or degree.
- The submission must reflect original research.
- The submission must be quantitatively rigorous, and deal with valuation or economic issues relevant to real property appraising and/or real property analysis. The submissions must be directly applicable to valuation issues and/or real property economic issues. There must be a nexus between real property appraising.
- The master's thesis or doctoral dissertation must be submitted to Appraisal Institute for credit within ten (10) years from date of submission to the college or university.
- Must submit an electronic copy of the thesis or dissertation, and a signed and dated letter from the college or university that the master's thesis or doctoral dissertation was approved.

For grading, refer to Grading Processes for Demonstration of Knowledge Options.
Grading Processes for Demonstration of Knowledge Options

The Appraisal Institute policy is that numerical grades cannot be given. Demonstration of Knowledge submissions will become the property of the Appraisal Institute and will not be returned to you.

Traditional Demonstration Appraisal Report Submission

Grading Process
If eligible for grading the report will be graded. After the grading is completed the Candidate will receive a notice that the report either passed or failed the technical grading process along with a critique.

If the report passes the technical grading process it will then go through a verification process. Demonstration of Knowledge credit will not be awarded unless the report passes both the grading process and the verification process.

If a report fails the technical grading process, the Candidate may at that point either request a re-grade or prepare and submit a revised report within the allotted timeframe for revisions. Any section of the report that receives a correlated rating of **less than three (3) must be revised** to meet the criteria for that section described in this guidebook.

Ungradable/Incomplete Report
If a report **does not contain the components** listed under the section, Grading Eligibility Requirements, it is considered incomplete/ungradable, thus ineligible for grading. If a Candidate believes his/her report is gradable, he/she may request (in writing), within 15 days of the date of their ungradable report letter, that the Demo Panel Chair reconsider the initial determination. The request must detail the reasons for contesting the initial determination.

Requesting a Re-Grade of an Initial Submission
If an initial grader determines that the submission fails to meet the technical requirements, the Candidate may file a Demonstration of Knowledge Re-Grade Request Application within sixty (60) days of the date of the notice advising the Candidate that the submission did not meet the technical requirements. The Application must include an attachment detailing the reasons for contesting the initial grading, and a filing fee. If a request for re-grading is granted the re-grading shall not be performed by the initial grader and the re-grader will determine whether the initial grading should be revised.

Upon written request and for good cause shown, the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel may grant an extension of the 60-day period for filing a Demonstration of Knowledge Re-Grade Request Application.

If re-grading results in a determination that a submission still fails to meet technical requirements and the submission is eligible for revision, the Candidate may revise and re-submit the submission as set forth in the following section.
Revising a Report

If a traditional report fails to meet the technical requirements at the initial grading stage, the Candidate may revise the traditional report and submit it for grading along with the appropriate fee.

Prior to submitting a revised report, the general Candidate must attend the General Demonstration Appraisal Report Writing Seminar, as specified by the Admissions Committee, unless the Candidate previously attended an approved offering or unless, for good cause shown, the Chair of the Admissions Committee, with input from the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel, grants an exception to this policy.

The revised report must be filed within one (1) year of the date on which notice was sent to the Candidate that the initial report did not meet the technical requirements. Only one revised report concerning the same subject property may be filed. The Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel may grant a request for extension of this one (1) year period for good cause shown. After the period expires, the Candidate may not use the same subject property for a future report.

Re-Grading of a Revised Traditional Demonstration Appraisal Report

If the revision grader determines that the revised submission still fails to meet the technical requirements, the Candidate may file a Demonstration of Knowledge Re-Grade Request Application within sixty (60) days of the date of the notice advising the Candidate that the submission did not meet the technical requirements. The application must include an attachment detailing the reasons for contesting the revised grading, and a filing fee.

The report will be re-graded by the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel or a member of the Panel selected by the Chair who is other than a member who previously graded or re-graded the report. If a re-grading results in a determination that the revised report fails to meet technical requirements the Candidate may not use the same subject property for a future report.

Upon written request and for good cause, the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel may grant an extension of the 60-day period for filing a Demonstration of Knowledge Re-Grade Request Application.
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Capstone Program Submission

Grading Process
The Capstone report must meet the same technical requirements as the traditional demonstration report option. The Capstone report will be graded to determine whether the general Candidate has demonstrated the requisite level of knowledge, understanding, and application of appraisal principles, practices, and procedures required in the demonstration appraisal report.

If eligible for grading the report will be graded. After grading is completed, the Candidate will receive an official pass or fail letter along with a critique.

Ungradable/Incomplete Report
If a report does not contain the components listed under the section, Capstone Grading Eligibility Requirements, it is considered incomplete/ungradable, thus ineligible for grading and, by extension, ineligible for revision. If a Candidate believes his/her report is gradable, he/she may request (in writing), within fifteen (15) days of the date of their ungradable report letter, that the Demo Panel Chair reconsider the initial determination. The request must detail the reasons for contesting the initial determination.

Requesting a Re-Grade of an Initial Capstone Report
If the grader determines that the submission fails to meet the requirements, the Candidate may file a Demonstration of Knowledge Re-Grade Request Application within fifteen (15) days of the date of the notice advising the Candidate that the submission did not meet the requirements. The Application must include an attachment detailing the reasons for contesting the initial grading and a filing fee. If a request for re-grading is granted the re-grading shall not be performed by the initial grader and the grader will determine whether the initial grading should be revised.

Upon written request and for good cause shown, the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel may grant an extension of the 15-day period for filing a Demonstration of Knowledge Re-Grade Request Application for the Capstone option.

Revising a Capstone Report
A Demonstration Report completed through the Capstone that receives a failing grade can be revised and resubmitted one time only. Reports that receive a failing grade will be permitted to revise and resubmit within sixty (60) days from the date of the fail letter (the revision must be submitted by Noon Central Time on Month/Day/Year).

Any section of the report that receives a correlated rating of less than three (3) must be revised to meet the criteria for that section described in this guidebook.

Requesting a Re-Grade of a Revised Capstone Report
If the revision grader determines that the revised submission still fails to meet the technical requirements, the Candidate may submit a written request—which includes the Candidate’s reasons for contesting the determination that the revised traditional report failed to meet the technical requirements—within sixty (60) days of the date that the Candidate was notified that his or her revised report did not meet the technical requirements.
The report will be re-graded by the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel or a member of the Panel selected by the Chair who is other than a member who previously graded or re-graded the report. If a re-grading results in a determination that the revised report fails to meet technical requirements the Candidate may not use the same case study for a future report.

Upon written request and for good cause, the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel may grant an extension of the 60-day period for filing a Demonstration of Knowledge Re-Grade Request Application.
Research Project Submissions

Grading Process
If eligible for grading, the research project will be graded. After the grading is completed the Candidate will receive a notice that the report either passed or failed the technical grading process. If the research project fails, the grader will provide a written summary of issues and deficiencies to be addressed in the revision. The Candidate may at that point either request a re-grade or prepare and submit a revised research project.

Ungradable/Incomplete Research Project
If a Research Project is considered incomplete/ungradable, thus ineligible for grading. If a Candidate believes his/her report is gradable, he/she may request (in writing), within fifteen (15) days of the date of their ungradable report letter, that the Demo Panel Chair reconsider the initial determination. The request must detail the reasons for contesting the initial determination.

Requesting a Re-Grade of an Initial Research Project
If the grader determines that the submission fails to meet the submission requirements, the Candidate may file a Demonstration of Knowledge Re-Grade Request Application within sixty (60) days of the date of the notice advising the Candidate that the submission did not meet the requirements. The application must include an attachment detailing the reasons for contesting the initial grading and a filing fee. If a request for re-grading is granted the re-grading shall not be performed by the initial grader and the grader will determine whether the initial grading should be revised.

Upon written request and for good cause shown, the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel may grant an extension of the 60-day period for filing a Demonstration of Knowledge Re-Grade Request Application.

Revising a Research Project
If a research project fails to meet the technical requirements at the initial grading stage, the Candidate may revise the research project and submit it for grading along with the appropriate fee. Any section of the report that receives a correlated rating of less than three (3) must be revised to meet the criteria for that section described in this guidebook.

The revision must be filed within one (1) year of the date on which notice was sent to the Candidate that the initial research project did not meet the technical requirements. Only one revision concerning the same topic may be filed. The Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel may grant a request for extension of this one (1) year period for good cause shown. After the period expires, the Candidate may not use the same topic for a future research project.

Requesting a Re-Grade of a Revised Research Project
If the revision grader determines that the revised submission still fails to meet the technical requirements, the Candidate may submit a written request, within sixty (60) days of the date that the Candidate was notified that his or her revised research project did not meet the technical requirements, which includes the Candidate’s reasons for contesting the determination that the revised research project failed to meet the technical requirements.
The research project will be re-graded by the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel or a member of the Panel selected by the Chair who is other than a member who previously graded or re-graded the research project. If a re-grading results in a determination that the revised research project fails to meet technical requirements the Candidate may not use the same topic for a future submission.

Upon written request and for good cause shown, the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel may grant an extension of the 60-day period for filing a Demonstration of Knowledge Re-Grade Request Application.

**Peer Reviewed Publications and Master’s Thesis or Doctoral Dissertation Submissions**

**Requesting a Re-Grade**
If the grader determines that the submission fails to meet the submission requirements, the Candidate may file a Demonstration of Knowledge Re-Grade Request Application within sixty (60) days of the date of the notice advising the Candidate that the submission did not meet the requirements. The Application must include an attachment detailing the reasons for contesting the initial grading and a filing fee. If a request for re-grading is granted the re-grading shall not be performed by the initial grader and the grader will determine whether the initial grading should be revised.

Upon written request and for good cause shown, the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel may grant an extension of the 60-day period for filing a Demonstration of Knowledge Re-Grade Request Application.
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Verification of Demonstration Appraisal Reports

If a report does not receive credit because the report or application for credit contains data that is not factual, the general Candidate may not submit the report for re-grading, may not revise the report and submit it for grading and may not use the same subject property for a future report.

Verification Process

Factual data in the applications and submissions for the Traditional Demonstration Appraisal Report option must undergo a verification process. The following procedures shall be followed for each Demonstration of Knowledge application and submission that requires verification:

A. Upon being notified by the Admissions Department that a general Candidate’s Demonstration of Knowledge submission meets the technical requirements, the Chair of the Demonstration Appraisal Grading Panel (or designee) shall assign a Representative:

   1. to verify the factual data in the submission and the statements in the application for credit; and/or

   2. to make a recommendation, as appropriate, whether the submission and the statements in the application for credit should be accepted as factual or be rejected as being non-factual.

B. If a Representative determines that he or she has a conflict of interest or a personal bias for or against the general Candidate, he or she must decline serving as a Representative with respect to that general Candidate and the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel (or designee) shall assign a replacement.

C. If at any time the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel (or designee) determines that a Representative is not conducting the verification process adequately, the Chair (or designee) may order further investigation and/or rescind the appointment of the Representative and appoint a replacement.

D. If at any point in the verification process the Representative is able to verify the factual data in the submission and the statements in the application for credit, the Representative shall notify the Admissions Department in writing. If all of the requirements of the Demonstration of Knowledge requirement are met, the Admissions Department shall then post credit for the Demonstration of Knowledge requirement on the general Candidate’s record and notify the general Candidate that credit has been awarded.

E. Unless there is a recommendation by the Representative that credit not be given, the verification process should not exceed twenty (20) days. This period of time may be extended by the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel.
F. If the Representative fails to file a recommendation within twenty (20) days of the date the Representative received the Demonstration of Knowledge submission and application for credit (or any extension thereto), the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel shall determine whether additional time should be granted for the Representative to file a recommendation, whether a replacement Representative should be appointed, or whether the general Candidate should receive credit for the submission without any further review.

G. At the request of the Representative, the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel (or designee) may appoint one or two additional Representatives to assist in conducting an interview and/or investigation.

H. At an interview, the general Candidate shall be allowed to explain how the factual data in the submission was obtained and/or to furnish information to show that the factual data in the submission and/or the statements in the application for credit are factual. The applicant may request additional time to obtain information or to assemble documentation in support of his or her position.

I. If, after completing his or her investigation the Representative concludes, by the greater weight of the evidence, that the data in the submission and/or the statements in the application for credit are not factual, the Representative shall prepare a formal written recommendation (“Recommendation”) which recommends that the submission not receive credit. The Recommendation shall set forth in detail the relevant factual information relied on as the basis for the Representative’s conclusion. Before completing the Recommendation, the Representative shall make a reasonable effort to verify and substantiate all factual data relied on as the basis for the Recommendation and include with the Recommendation a brief statement describing such efforts.

J. The Representative shall submit the Recommendation to the Admissions Department. If the Admissions Department determines that the Representative’s Recommendation is not in compliance with the requirements of this guidebook, the Admissions Department shall return the Recommendation to the Representative with instructions to take such further steps as may be required to bring the Recommendation into compliance with the requirements of this guidebook. On determination by the Admissions Department that the Representative’s Recommendation is in compliance with the requirements of this guidebook, the Admissions Department shall submit a copy of the Recommendation to the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel.

K. If after review the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel determines that the Recommendation that the submission not receive credit is without a reasonable basis in fact, he or she shall instruct the Admissions Department to post credit for the submission. If after review the Chair of the Demonstration of Knowledge Grading Panel determines that there may be a reasonable basis in fact for the Recommendation, the Admissions Department shall send a copy of the Recommendation to the general Candidate.

L. A general Candidate who has received an unfavorable Recommendation by the Representative shall have the right to request a Conference. This right may be exercised only by filing a Request for Conference by traceable carrier, with the Admissions Department, within thirty (30) days after the date
of the notice from the Admissions Department advising the general Candidate of the unfavorable Recommendation. A Request for Conference must state the general Candidate’s reason(s) for requesting a Conference. If no timely and complete Request for Conference is filed, the unfavorable Recommendation shall be final, and the general Candidate shall have no further right of review or appeal.

M. If a general Candidate files a timely Request for Conference, the Chair or Vice Chair of the Admissions Committee shall appoint a Conference Board. The general Candidate shall have the right to appear at the Conference in person, individually or with legal counsel or a personal representative. By advance request, a general Candidate may participate by telephone.

At the Conference, the general Candidate shall have the right to present evidence, both testimony and documents, with respect to the unfavorable Recommendation. The Representative shall present evidence and respond to questions of the Conference Board. The Representative shall have the burden to prove, by the greater weight of the evidence, that the data in the report and/or the statements in the application for credit are not factual.

If the Conference Board finds, by the greater weight of the evidence, that the data in the submission and/or that the statements in the application for credit were not factual, the Conference Board shall prepare and submit a written decision concluding that the report not receive credit.

If the Conference Board determines that the data in the general Candidate’s report and the statements in the general Candidate’s application for credit are factual, the Admissions Department shall post credit for the report.

N. A general Candidate who receives an adverse decision from a Conference Board with respect to verification of a report and/or statements in an application for credit shall have the right to appeal the adverse decision. This right may be exercised only by filing a Notice of Appeal, by traceable carrier, with the Admissions Department, within sixty (60) days after the date of the notice from the Admissions Department advising the general Candidate of the adverse decision of the Conference Board. The Notice of Appeal must state the general Candidate’s reason(s) for contesting the decision. If the general Candidate fails to file a timely and complete Notice of Appeal, the right of such general Candidate to appeal shall terminate, and the decision of the Conference Board shall become final. Procedures governing formal appeals and Appeal Hearings regarding verification of demonstration appraisal reports are contained in the Admissions Appeals Procedure Manual.
Agricultural Properties

This information will only address areas that are unique to agricultural properties that are not covered in the material above. Candidates should also reference Rural Property Valuation by the Appraisal Institute and American Farm Managers and Rural Appraisers.

The Candidate can either perform a fundamental market analysis or an obsolescence option. Please refer to the material above for further explanation.

Introduction
An Agricultural Property type would follow the section in this guidebook called Traditional Demonstration Appraisal Report option.

I. Descriptions, Analysis, and Value Conclusions
This section will be addressed below.

A. Property Description and Productivity Analysis

Site Data and Analysis
Agricultural properties have various soils and/or range sites. A full description of the soil types and/or range sites is to be discussed. Soil layers or horizons, soil texture, soil structure, soil consistence, fertility, color, and pH are to be described and analyzed within the report.

Topography, drainage, and climate are all relevant to agricultural properties. These items must be included and discussed fully for the subject property.

It is advisable that USDA-Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) be contacted for a soil inventory on the subject property. Many counties across the US have been mapped by NRCS. USDA gives the soil inventory, soil maps, soil series, and soil productivity ratings for these areas. NRCS also has range site analysis for areas in the western portion of the US.

Soil types are very important in agricultural properties and must be discussed fully within the demonstration report. This is in addition to what is required within The Official Guide to the Demonstration of Knowledge Requirement: General under Site Data and Analysis.

Improvement Analysis
The improvements will be handled the same as stated in The Official Guide to the Demonstration of Knowledge Requirement: General. Site improvements are different with agricultural properties but need to be described. Typical site improvements include fencing, wells, septic tanks & drain fields, roads, drainage systems, irrigation systems, timber, livestock handling facilities, etc. These site improvements, if on the subject property, must be described fully and depreciated. All forms of depreciation must be discussed.
Many farms have intensified facilities. Examples are swine, poultry, dairy, feedlots, grain elevators, cotton gins, processing facilities, packing facilities, and cold storage facilities. These specialized agricultural properties require the same analysis as required for a regular demonstration report.

B. **Zoning and Land Use Plans**

This section of the Demonstration Appraisal Report is covered under section Traditional Demonstration Appraisal Report option above. An Agricultural Property type would follow the Official Guide on all this section.

C. **Taxes and Assessment Analysis**

This section of the Demonstration Appraisal Report is covered under section Traditional Demonstration Appraisal Report option above. An Agricultural Property type would follow the Official Guide on all this section.

D. **Fundamental Market Analysis**

The fundamental market analysis or the six-step process is different and more complex for an agricultural property. The *Official Guide to the Demonstration of Knowledge Requirement: General* is to be used in conjunction with this supplement for the Fundamental Market Analysis. In the following paragraphs, the six-step process will be addressed specifically for agricultural properties.

**Step 1. Define the property (Property Productivity Analysis)**

This has already been covered within the site description and analysis, improvement description and analysis, zoning, and taxes.

**Step 2. Define the User of the Property (Market Delineation)**

Agricultural properties tend to compete across larger distances than most commercial properties. Market areas may be a County, Region of the State, State or possibly Multiple States. The product of the user will typically define the market area. If a poultry or swine producer has contracts with processors, then the processor typically defines the market area. For example, a poultry processor will only contract with producers within a 50-mile radius. Therefore, all the competitive poultry operators will be within a 50-mile radius of the processor. Dairy farms may be required to be within a certain distance of milk processing plants. Therefore, dairy farms may be clustered in certain localities. Boundaries must be defined. The user will be a farmer or rancher who gravitates toward the type of agricultural products being produced on the subject.

**Step 3. Forecast demand factors**

Demand for agricultural products can be analyzed Statewide, Region wide, Nationwide, and/or Worldwide. This is more difficult to determine demand since the market is much larger than a normal commercial property. But, there are a lot of USDA statistics and Census data that can be utilized within the report. The Economic Research Service and the National Agricultural Statistics Service are two agencies within USDA that have a lot of data about agricultural products. Also, Agricultural Agencies within each State may have data that would be useful with certain agricultural commodities.
Agricultural commodities can be quantified with all the data that is available via USDA. Demand can be segmented within the population of the market area.

**Step 4. Inventory and forecast competitive supply**
Agricultural property types can be found on a nationwide, statewide, and/or area wide basis. The various USDA and State Agricultural Agencies have data on various types of agricultural type operations. For instance, there are vineyard statistics on a Nationwide and Statewide basis. And many states have this broken down on a regional basis. Competitive properties can be found within each state. Potential completion can also be found from these agencies along with County or Regional information sources. USDA Extension Service can provide data on costs of producing certain commodities along with costs of establishing an agricultural enterprise. For instance, some extension specialists have data on what it costs to establish a vineyard. They also have information on herd milk production averages. All this information is useful in calculating and forecasting competitive supply.

**Step 5. Analyze the interaction of supply and demand**
Sales prices of farms, rental rates of cropland, and capitalization rates of farms are all information that needs to be discussed within this section. Vacant farms or types of operations will be analyzed. Occupancy of farms will be discussed in detail for each property type. Again, information is available through USDA and State Agencies. Supply and demand is discussed here which will lead into the capture.

**Step 6. Forecast Subject capture**
The capture and absorption of this property into the market place will be fully discussed in this section. The subject operation should give an indication as to whether the market is in balance or out of balance. In other words, if the subject farm is struggling due to a lack of demand for that product, then supply would exceed demand. If a farm is successful and there are other similar operations being built in the area, then this would indicate that demand exceeds supply. A final conclusion and reconciliation of the data needs to be fully discussed.

II. Area Analysis
The regional analysis is pertinent to the appraisal of rural property; therefore, it is necessary to provide a complete description of the region. The region may include one or more counties within a state and may include parts of one or more states.

The regional analysis should consider that purchasers of agricultural properties typically consider a larger market area in identifying competing properties than do the purchasers of residential or commercial properties.

The regional analysis should contain a general description of the soils, topography, climate, and transportation. This section should include a description of agricultural trends in the region. Specifically, it should address any change in the number or size of farms, -types of farming (commercial, part time, or retirement), and types of ownership (proprietorship, partnership or corporation). These might affect
changes in farm population, farm production and efficiency with reference to the technology involved. Crop yields, livestock production (if pertinent) and farm operating costs per acre with detailed component costs for seed, fertilizer, labor, irrigation etc., should be addressed.

Trends or changes in type of feeding operation, predominate livestock type etc., should be considered if the property is primarily a livestock operation.

This analysis will include discussion of market trends, types of tenancy and changes in real estate value and consider prevailing mortgage financing, rates and terms, mortgage foreclosures and predominant type of sale (e.g., cash land contact, cash to mortgage or other).

An overall analysis of prices received for products sold and cost incurred is important to establish trends and to assist in stabilizing income and operating statements. This analysis should be for three to five years.

Regional analysis should consider the length or period of ownership as this has a direct relationship on the development of a capitalization rate and whether the rate would be in perpetuity or for a finite period. This would include an indication of whether the properties are family-owned or corporate enterprises.

The final summary should relate the regional analysis to the specific location of and effect on the subject property.

III. Market Area Trends

Analysis in this section may include parts of a county or several counties within a state or sub-market area. It is an analysis of an area where properties are "competitive" and comparable to the property being appraised.

Particularly important is the analysis of the transportation system, including roads and railroads, ease of marketability of farm products and the availability of farm supplies. Pertinent to the analysis would be the available markets for the farm products including relative transportation cost to the marketing source.

The effect of governmental units on the property should be analyzed. This could include units such as water, fire protection, drainage or irrigation districts, pest control, planning and zoning agencies and highway departments.

Trends are important and may have an immediate effect on agricultural property. Changes or trends in the type of ownership farm operations, (i.e., the number of farms, size, crop selection and or rotation, etc.) Rural versus urban/suburban population, and opportunities for farm employment should be addressed and related to the property being appraised. Consideration of trends or changes in technology may be the basis for external obsolescence affecting the property.

Climate, rainfall, length of growing season(s) and adequacy and costs of available utilities are of particular importance to agricultural operations and should be carefully analyzed.
IV. Tax and Assessment Analysis
Data should be presented relative to the assessment methodology, tax rates and amount of taxes.

A history of the assessments and taxes of the property should be included and analyzed. An analysis of future tax trends and their effect on the property should be included in this section.

It is suggested that the assessment and taxes for the property be compared to competing properties.

V. Highest and Best Use
A complete discussion of Highest and Best Use should be included with emphasis on changing use patterns of the land and buildings, zoning and planning regulations and changes in cropping conditions in the area. The comments in The Official Guide to the Demonstration of Knowledge Requirement: General apply here.

VI. Appraisal Process
A brief discussion of the three approaches to value and their application in valuing the property should be included.

VII. Sales Comparison Approach
Sufficient sales should be utilized to provide a basis for the analysis of the market in which the property is located. In addition to the sale price and terms, the analysis of each sale should include such pertinent factors as the type of farm, date of sale, size, location, soil type(s) and their productive capacity, land use, type of improvements and their contributory value, and the type and contribution of land improvements, if any.

Sufficient detail for the comparables must be included to support adjustments for each dissimilar factor found in the market. The adjustments should consider, but not be limited to, financing terms, time, location, size, improvement contribution, productivity, soil types, land use variation, and any other market recognized difference which would affect value. The sales data must then be reconciled into an opinion of value via this approach.

VIII. Income Approach
The discussion should include the type of farm operation and whether it is owner or tenant operated. If it is tenant operated, an analysis of typical tenant operations in the area should be thoroughly discussed and include an analysis and determination of the division of expenses between the tenant and owner and/or the amount of cash rent the owner receives for the property or facilities which may be provided.

The income analysis must include consideration of all farm income and expenses. The analysis is based upon the farming operations of the subject property in comparison to the typical operations in the immediate and/or competing area. The Candidate needs to be careful and handle this section on a rental income and expense basis. In other words, the farm business should not be appraised. We are only interested in the real estate. With that in mind, we need to concentrate on rentals of similar properties and who pays what in each case. Then a reconstructed income and expense statement for
the subject needs to be performed. If the subject is a rental farm, then a three-year operating statement would be quite useful. The NOI would then be capitalized into value using the direct capitalization approach. A complete analysis of the capitalization rate and methodology utilized must be included with support provided for the rate selected. The capitalization rate should be based upon overall rates found in the market place.

IX. Cost Approach to Value

The land as unimproved must be valued. Support must be provided if there are various soil types which are valued separately. Typically, the Sales Comparison Approach is utilized in this analysis. There should be a sufficient number of sales to support the land value opinion.

Each land sale should be fully described and analyzed to make appropriate adjustments. Particular consideration should be given to the soil type, productive capacity, farm configuration and topography as well as land uses with an analysis of the various factors. Each adjustment must be fully supported in the market.

For the improvement analysis, Reproduction Cost New must be developed, supported and the sources indicated. If cost services are used, they should be verified with local costs. Soft costs and entrepreneurial incentive is to be considered and supported.

Depreciation is developed in a manner like any improved property. Consideration should be given to physical curable, physical incurable short-lived and physical incurable long-lived depreciation. Functional obsolescence should be considered, particularly in terms of deficiency, defect or superadequacy. These should be identified and discussed in the neighborhood and improvements analysis sections.

External obsolescence should also be discussed in the neighborhood and improvements analysis section. This form of obsolescence is frequently found in a rural area and may be caused by a changing pattern of development and land use or types of farming.

X. Reconciliation and Final Opinion

Each of the three approaches are reconciled as they are developed. The Reconciliation and Final Value Opinion includes an overview of each approach with particular emphasis given to a brief review of the developed data. Consideration of the strengths and weaknesses of each approach and an analysis of the quantity and quality of data available in each approach must be provided.

The appraiser's thought processes resulting in the final value opinion should be described in sufficient detail to support the final value opinion.

This section would typically indicate which approach was given the most weight and consideration and provide the rationale for the conclusion. The date of the effective date of valuation as well as the final opinion of value must be included.
It would be appropriate for the appraiser to allocate the final value opinion between the land and the building improvements.

XI. Certification
The applicant should refer to the comments and suggestions contained in the section of this guidebook related to Certification.

XII. Special Limiting Conditions
It is recommended that special limiting conditions adhere to the applicable section in this guidebook related to limiting conditions.

XIII. Exhibits
Exhibits typically included in this section would be regional maps, aerial photographs of the property, a plot of the property showing the location of the building improvements, soil maps indicating the location of the various soil types, photographs of the various building improvements, floor plan sketches of the major buildings and various comparable sales and rental maps.

It is appropriate and recommended that the various exhibits be included throughout the report in the pertinent section.

Questions?

demo@appraisalinstitute.org

(312) 335-4111